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WESSEX AEROMODELLERS LEAGUE NEWSLETTER 

 
DECEMBER 2011 

 

The Aeromodelling Link for Dorset into Wiltshire, Hampshire, Somerset and 

Devon 

 
A retrospective look at 2011 and forward glance to 2012 

 

From James Parry and Chris Hague 

 

2011, apart from the weather, has been a great year for the league events.  The number of pilots 

participating have increased in all of the events, even mini speed. One new venue, at the 

Marlborough Club, was added to the programme. 

 

600RES 

 

The 600RES is a 5 meeting competition with the best 4 scores to count, additionally we also run a 

monthly invitation monthly postal electric thermal competition using the same models. So you get 

two competitions for the price of one model. That’s good value! The times can be made at your 

home site and emailed / phoned through to Chris for recording. 

 

One of the biggest steps forward with the models was the availability of the 660 J Perkins motor 

which has proved most successful and raised spirits no end.  A new method of running the comp was 

introduced by Chris, a formula has been arrived at whereby no matter how many contestants turn up 

on a given day rounds can be run that means you never fly against the same person twice, unless 

there is a fly off due to a tie.  This saves time and means each competitor knows when they are due 

to fly. With the consequence of smooth running things do appear to be professional.  Flying 

standards have improved and there is the situation now where at each comp there is any number who 

can win with no two or three individuals dominating. This will be even more apparent in 2012. 

 

New models have been built to OD’s with John Taylor, Jeff Fellowes, Malcolm McKendrick, Denis 

Grocott and Ian Pratt being in the forefront.  Some really innovative designs have been produced.  

Also of interest is Mark Annadale who is mastering the adapting of readily available foam models 

and whilst lacking in success at the beginning of the year is now reaching the stage of having 

competitive models. 

 

I (JP) bought a Chinese electric glider which will do the job although it requires a few alterations to 

the front so as to install the motor, but other than that it is a good flyer, unless like me you prang it, 

still all back together again. There is no doubt that Peter Kessel’s model Apollo remains the best all 

rounder with this design dominating in numbers. The rules have remained unchanged which gives 

consistency in any competition.  As well as the league there also runs a monthly competition which 

is flown from a home site. 

 

What will be new for 2012? Well not a lot apart from there being possibly more competitors judging 

by those making models and indicating a keen interest and hopefully even more competitors next 

year. We now have set aside, after 2011 and previous years, a couple of fall back dates for when 

weather stops play, hopefully these won’t be required. 2012 will see this league event coming of age 
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with competitions being of the highest flying standard but element of anyone can win.  The rivalry 

being light hearted and good natured and offering a fantastic opportunity to fly at different club sites 

and meet other flyers, remember we fit in with any club flying going on at the same time. 

 

   
Peter Kessel ready for the biz                                       Rick Farrer’s model  

 

   
 

    
Chris Hague’s version of an Apollo     Ian Pratt after a good flight 
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              Rick Farrer’s Swift    Mark Annadale looking pleased 

 

   
Malcolm’s novel pusher design 

    
Jeff Fellowes’s pusher design, very competitive 

 

There were 17 entrants in the 600RES which was won by Chris Hague, second Rick Farrer and third 

Tom Airey. 

 

The 600RES monthly invitation had 12 entrants and Chris Hague was the narrowest winner from 

Tom Airey followed by Ian Pratt in third place. 
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Tomboy 

 

Numbers are gradually increasing although there are far more models and potential competitors 

around then actually shown by the results, this will change in 2012 with more models being 

promised.  It’s interesting that some of the Tomboy competitors are attracted to 600 and vice versa. 

For the first time a dual event was run at Marlborough Club, Tomboys being flown in the morning 

and 600 gliders in the afternoon. This worked well, but meant a hectic day for ace organiser Chris. 

It’s really good to see the young Tomboy pilot James Collis improving and giving the older hands a 

run for their money, quick reactions, can actually see the model and yes run to collect it. 

 

In 2012 there will possibly be a new venue as arranged by Peter Rose at a site just North East of 

Salisbury details will be forthcoming. The MP jet dominates the 36 class although the Mills 75’s 

give a good account but the ability to buy a new MP Jet for a reasonable price is an attractive 

proposition.  With the Tomboy 48 new engines are becoming more difficult to find, with the demise 

of David Boddington’s CS 1.3’s there is only left Peter Rose’s Indian Mills 1.3’s and I believe these 

are now at risk.  Still there are plenty available second-hand. Again there are no rule changes and 

same successful format will run again in 2012. 

 

   
Getting ready at Marlborough site                           Bill Longley and his T48 

 

   
Derek Collin fuelling model then launching but deciding a minute later to fly someone else’s 
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  Derek back a few hours later           Barry Collis about to launch for James 

 

Tomboy 36 there were 14 entrants and was won by Tom Airey followed by Peter Rose then James 

Collis 

 

Tomboy Senior 48 there was 10 entrants and won by Tom Airey closely followed by Chris Hague 

and Derek Collin. 

 

Mini Speed 

 

A simple formula but hard work and much thought to get that tiny bit extra speed.  Ken Taylor and 

Dick James reigned supreme with Ken being the eventual king of speed for 2011.  However others 

are gradually catching them by slight changes to airframe, lines and perhaps the most difficult 

propeller.  There seems to be shortage of the type of prop you’d like to try and use.  Experimenting is 

the name of the game.  New airframes are under construction for 2012 with that promise of more 

speed. Overall performances are improving and competitors making slow but steady gains whilst 

learning a lot on the way and of course the pleasure when you knock half a second off of your times 

absolutely brilliant. 

   
 

There were 12 entrants with the winner being Ken Taylor followed by Dick James then Chris Hague 

 

Tasuma Power Duration 

 

Bill is developing the competition but the hiccup in 2011 being brought about by the competition 

going National with rounds being flown at the FF Nats and elsewhere.  There are six classes so there 
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will be at least one that those interested will have a motor and plan for so keep an eye open for 2012 

when more will be heard in this newsletter and other publications. 

 

2012 - What’s New? 

 

Well there are a few additions for 2012.  Firstly there should be a new venue for Tomboys, as 

mentioned above, and at the kind invitation of Peter Rose.  More details to follow. 

 

There are also two new competitions. The first which for 2012 won’t be a league event is Spitfire 

Scramble. This is yet another very simple Control Line comp.  The basis is a one model design, a 

profile Spitfire, powered by a Cox 049 sure start motor on 25’ lines. You can download the model 

plans for free or if you like there is a laser cut kit available for £18.00.  Den is selling the motors for 

£15.00. Flown two in a circle and over 15 laps the fastest wins, sounds dead easy but certainly isn’t.  

The idea and inspiration for this comp being Paul and Ollie Harris who have brought along their 

models to Cashmoor CL meets and allowed all those who want to have a go, absolutely fantastic fun 

with spectators falling over laughing whilst competitors are trying to keep some dignity and win.  As 

time passes it will evolve into something a bit more serious but hopefully not too much so. The event 

will not be a league comp in the first year, but will be run as one off comps, 2 at the Wimborne MAC 

on their control line days and 4 at Middle Wallop. 

 

As an introduction to Bill’s power duration comps we will be running separately a George Fuller RC 

comp.  The basic rules are any of George’s three designs, Stomper, Zoot Suit and Dixielander.  To be 

powered by a plain bearing PAW either 1.49, 2.5 or 19.  This event will be run alongside the 

Tomboy competitions at Cashmoor and also Middle Wallop with 5 meetings altogether.  This will be 

a league event with best four scores to count.  Engines are easy to get either brand new from PAW or 

secondhand.  Short kits are available.  By the way George Fuller has been contacted and he is giving 

the event his full support. 

 

    
       Paul and Ollie’s model, one of many                         Richard Place launching the Spitfire 
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Randy Clark and Keith Hynds about to race          Dick Stepney launching 

   
The laser cut kit from Topco kits   Chris Hague’s two Spitfire Scramble models 

 
Dixelander plan 
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All the league events will be flown over five rounds with best four scores to count.  Always check 

with organisers before travelling. 

 

Dates for the events are still being finalised however the following Wessex League and Wimborne 

open events have provisional dates as follows: 

 

Wimborne MAC events at Cashmoor 2012 

Dated 4.12.2011 provisional dates at moment 
 

1 April  Sunday Tomboy League Round 1    

 

15 April Sunday Control line  

    

22 April Sunday 600RES league Round 1    

 

13 May            Sunday RC vintage     

 

19/20 May weekend IMAC      

 

24 June            Sunday Scale /aerotow  

      

14 July     Saturday Outrageous and unorthodox   

  

12 August Sunday Classic 1955 – 75 day    

 

16 September Sunday Scale / aerotow    

 

29 / 30 September  Tomboy / 600 spare date in case of weather problems at previous 

events although may be held where event was initially planned for   

 

6 October     Tomboy / 600 spare date in case of weather problems at previous 

events although may be held where event was initially planned for   

  

14 October Sunday Control line 

     

20 October Saturday Ducted fan and jet    

 

 

If you want any of your club events included in next Newsletter please send details to James 

Parry 

 

 

Useful numbers 

 

Tomboy and Zoot Suit short kits and Apollo wing rib sets from the OSMAF  Derek Foxwell 

0208 647 1033     derekfoxwell@btinternet.com 

 

(Derek is recovering from an illness so if the kits are not available it may mean waiting a 

month or two.  At time of writing there is a supply available in stock.) 

mailto:derekfoxwell@btinternet.com
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Also from Belair    http://www.belairkits.com/subcategorylisting.asp?thispage=2&Id=53 

http://www.belairkits.com/SubCategoryListing.asp?Id=54 

 

MP Jet 040 Classic engines  Flitehook         www.flitehook.net/       02380 861 541 

 

 2200x7 cells 4/5C NiMH battery packs        www.component-shop.co.uk/ 

 

Puffin Models for MIG 600 motor, 35 amp ESC & prop  http://www.puffinmodels.com/  

Tel: 01454 22 81 84 

 

For Spitfire Scramble kit and free plans           http://www.topcocameley1.com 

 

For Den’s Cox 049 Sure Start motors             http://www.densmodelsupplies.co.uk 

 

Lots more information about the Wessex Aeromodellers 

League at:   www.wessexaml.co.uk  

 

 

 
Contacts for Wessex League    

 

James Parry      JamesIParry@talktalk.net          01202625825 

 

 

 Chris Hague      christopher.hague@ntlworld.com 
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